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sure, we have religious-based and culture-based restrictions on abortion, but that isnt censorship in the sense we are discussing, it is a rejection of the view that the goal is the preservation of everything, and there are goods that trump those, and then we stick to that set of goods, and the rest just get whatever
second-class citizenship they can get for it. censorship is censorship because it is a way of silencing ideas you dont like. it isnt rooted in any other goal than silencing ideas you dont like, and can be used as a tool to censor stuff you dont like even if it doesnt affect your aims. not saying there wont be things we

disallow because they arent good and we dont want to send a signal, but the choice of which ideas we dont want to send signals about is gonna be controlled by people who have their own ideas, and just submitting to censorship is a way to fail to realize the goal, and is also a way to fail to stand in solidarity with
other people who have ideas you dont like or who are in danger of being censored. but i do think the choice to censor things has to come out of ideas which are outside of those goals, and censorship doesnt, so if you arent doing this for a reason, but in order to have a reason, there has to be some moral justification
other than censorship itself. youd also have to use it effectively in order to cast a net, and so youd have to actually bind people to not do things, and not just to submit and take whatever you want for yourself. there may be a slippery slope argument here about how you cant actually force people to do what you want

them to do because theyre behaving rationally, but i dont find that a very compelling argument. yud probably want to say that you cant make me do this, because youre not actually forcing me, youre just telling people that if theyd like to act on their own values, then i wont have a reason to be against them, and i
have a reason to be against them, and that you are just changing what is a reason for me.
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if for some reason, you actually arent sure where this individual was born, and you hear this kind of talk, you might want to do a little more research. the guy may be a local or regional legend of some kind, but if he's not, there's a good chance he never even was born here. if it really turns out that "m-l-r" is not a well-
known inconvenience, let me know and i will talk about them on the talk page. as for the person whose post we are talking about, i've seen him spam on other wikis, where he copies and pastes almost verbatim the same content from the page we're discussing, but almost no changes or additions. when confronted

with that, he changes his post, sometimes a bit. this can be seen in this , this , this , this , this , this , this , and or: censorship isnt effective because people are rational and a rational choice isnt one where everyone else has to behave the same way, so its successful because it plays to selfish interests. its only a
rational choice when no one else is rationally changing, not when everyone else is rationally changing. but the godless culture youve described isnt harmful to anyone, and is also something many people really want, if everyone else wants it, its a good thing. we cant say we should try to outlaw it until you look at the

actual harm it would cause and dont talk about anything else, and your attempts to do so are the sort of claims of emergency which im skeptical of. theres an argument to make about how the solution should be the first priority, but first, youd have to explicitly frame your norm as whats better rather than what i want.
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